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The dynami s of dislo ations in intera tion with a ousti waves is a problem at the root of a number
of outstanding issues in the me hani s of materials. Me hani ally ex ited phonons in intera tion
with dislo ations appear in a ousti s experiments, and the vibrating string model of dislo ation
damping [1℄ has been quite su esful in explaining a wealth of data, su h as measurements of
damping, internal fri tion and modulus hange of solids. Nevertheles, there are many unexplained
results, espe ially those obtained through thermal ondu tivity measurements at low temperatures
and the review of Anderson [2℄ has highlighted the need for an improved theoreti al understanding
of the intera tion between a ousti and elasti waves on the one hand, and dislo ations on the
other. Two important aspe ts that the vibrating string model does not take into a ount are the
ve tor nature of wave and dislo ation, and the olle tive e e ts arising from the presen e of many
obsta les along the way of wave propagation.
There are further outstanding problems in the me hani s of materials, su h as the brittle to du tile
transition and fatigue [3℄ where a ousti , or ultrasoni , measurements ould lead to an improvement
in their understanding. However, for this to be feasible, an improved theoreti al understanding of
the sound-dislo ation intera tion is needed. Re ently it has be ome possible to visualize, through
X-ray imaging, surfa e a ousti waves in intera tion with dislo ations[4℄.
With the above onsiderations as motivation, the purpose of the present paper is to o er results
towards lling the gap on erning the understanding of the elasti wave-dislo ation intera tion:
we onsider rst anti plane (resp. in plane) waves in intera tion with s rew (resp. edge) single
dislo ations, and obtain formulae for the s attering ross se tion in whi h their ve tor nature is
onsidered in full. Next, these results are used in a multiple s attering perturbative treatment of
the oherent behaviour of an a ousti wave that travels through a random array of dislo ations,
and we obtain formulae for the e e tive speed of wave propagation, and for the attenuation length.
wave by a single dislo ation[5℄ We onsider a ousti waves of
wavelengths large ompared to dislo ation ore size, so that nonlinear e e ts near the ore an
be negle ted. The s attering me hanism is thus as follows: The wave hits the dislo ation, and as
a onsequen e the latter os illates. This os illation then generates outgoing waves in dire tions
other than the in ident dire tion. The hallenge is to ompute the s attering amplitude for an edge
dislo ation in intera tion with an in plane wave, and to fully take into a out mode onversion
between the two modes present in two dimensions: longitudinal (a ousti ) and transverse (shear).
The response of the dislo ation to an in oming wave is des ribed by the equations found in [6℄,
and the re-radiated waves are omputed using the formaluation of Mura [7℄. The main result is
a formula for the s attering amplitude in two dimensions. It is a two-by two matrix, to take into
a ount the possible ingoing and outgoing polarizations. For example, for an in oming a ousti
wave and outgoing shear wave it is
S attering of an a ousti

f () =

b2 ei=4
2M p2

3

os 20 sin(2 20)

Where (resp ) are the speeds of a ousti (resp. shear) wave propagation, 0 is the angle of
in iden e with respe t to the Burgers ve tor b,  is the s attering angle,  is the shear modulus,
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is the wave frequen y and M is the dislo ation mass.
Coherent propagation through a random array of dislo ations[5℄ In this se tion we
determine the oherent wave number of an a ousti wave that is multiply s attered by a random
array of dislo ations in two dimensions. The real part of the oherent wave number gives the
e e tive wave velo ity and the imaginary part gives the attenuation length, or mean free path.
A low density of dislo ations is assumed and the formalism is based on a wave equation with a
right hand side term whose stru ture is tailored to take into a ount the intera tion des ribed in
the previous paragraph. In the simple ase of a shear wave propagating through a random array
of s rew dislo ations with density n, the e e tive wave number K is obtained at rst order in
perturbation theory: K = k (1 (nb2 )=(2M 2)), where k is the unperturbed wavenumber.
This provides the e e tive wave velo ity. A omputation to se ond order gives the attenuation
length, and an generalization provides the formulae for an in-plane wave propagating through a
random array of edge dislo ations.
Coherent propagation in three dimensions through a random array of dislo ation

loops[5℄ Dislo ation loops introdu e an additional length s ale|the loop size|into the problem,
and the main result here is a hange in the s aling of the s attering ross se tion: rather than
in reasing with wavelength, it de reases.
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